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EDITORIAL  

 

The Bell Restoration Fund, which contributes so much to bell schemes throughout the Diocese, has enjoyed a 
good year of income. A generous legacy from the estate of Val Goode and a successful Open Day to name but 
two. We cannot afford to rest on our laurels however. Included in this newsletter are details of bell schemes 
under consideration, all of which will require tens of thousands of pounds to bring them to fruition. The 
wonderful job you all do to support the BRF is to be commended and long may it continue as the demands on 
our funds increase. 

Place Notation may seem a mysterious part of our art. To this end Paul Atkins endeavours to explain it in 
simple terms as the first of what will be a series of explanatory articles. 

As 2014 trundles to its conclusion may we wish you and yours a Happy Christmas and a happy and healthy 
2015. Oh yes, and plenty of good ringing. 
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NO LONGER WITH US 

  
Ted Harrold sadly passed away in Glenfield Hospital on 23rd November. Ted was a founder member of the 
Leicester DG and for many years was a ringer and ringing master at Wigston Magna. After moving house to 
Barwell, he became a member of the local band. He was a very able ringer, composer and conductor; his 
favourite method being Stedman. He could always be relied on to produce a musical touch, or longer, for any 
occasion. 

Ivor Bentley passed away in Glenfield General Hospital on 7th December. It is thought that Ivor was a ringer at 
Worsley, Manchester prior to arriving in Oadby several decades ago. Ill health had forced him to retire from 
ringing earlier this year although he still managed to attend church when able. Described by his Oadby ringing 
colleague, Gwenyth Tyler," He was already a ringer at Oadby when we arrived there in 1966. A faithful, punctual 
ringer if ever there was one, both Sundays and Practice".  

                                           
BRF 100 CLUB DRAW RESULTS 

October 
1st Prize  Nos 71  2nd Prize   Nos 125  3rd Prize   Nos 19 
November 
1st Prize   Nos 147  2nd Prize   Nos 125  3rd Prize   Nos 38 
December 
1st Prize   Nos 118  2nd Prize   Nos 35  3rd Prize   Nos 70   
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PLACE NOTATION EXPLAINED by Paul Atkins 

Place Notation 

Place Notation is really just a short hand way of representing a method; there is nothing mystical about it.  I 
hope to show how to retrieve the numbers (the long hand way of writing down a method) and hence the Blue 
line from Place Notation and how to turn the numbers into Place Notation.  As the name Place Notation 
suggests Place Notation is a representation of the places made from one row of a method to another, it is easier 
to show than explain e.g. let’s take the first four rows of Cambridge S Major. 

    12345678 
    21436587 
    12463857 
    21648375 

From 12345678 to 21436587 the pairs of bells in positions 12 have crossed over to give 21 likewise the bells in 
positions  34 have crossed over to give 43 and so on for positions 56, and 78 thus all the pairs have crossed over 
and this is given the short hand “ X “(or sometimes “-“ thus the change 

    12345678 
    21436587  X  (or -) 

From 21436587 to 12463857 the bells in 3rd position and 8th position have remained in the same place and this is 
give as the short hand 38 the other pairs in positions 12, 45 and 67 have crossed. 

    21436587 
    12463857  38 

From 12463857 to 21648375 we find all the pairs have crossed again and therefore the notation is X (or -) If as 
in Cambridge more than one pair stay in the same position between rows this is notated in just the same way 
giving the places that are made e.g. 1258 hence the first half of Cambridge S Major will look like this:- 

 12345678 
 21436587 X 
 12463857 38 
 21648375 X 
 26143857 14 
 62418375 X 
 62148735 1258 
 26417853 X 
 62471835 36 
 26748153 X 
 27641835 14 
 72468153 X 
 27648513 58 
 72465831 X 
 74256813 16 
 47528631 X 
 74256831 78 

Note that the Place Notation 1258 means that the bells in position 1, 2, 5 and 8 remain in those places in this 
example bells 6, 2, 8, and 5. 

The short hand method for writing down Cambridge S Major would be:- 

x38x14x1258x36x14x58x16x78 or -38-14-1258-36-14-58-16-78 

The eagle eyed reader will note that this is only the first half of the method! To get the second half you write 
down the Place Notation backwards from the half lead that is to say that most methods are symmetrical about 
the half lead thus: 

x38x14x1258x36x14x58x16x78x16x58x14x36x1258x14x38x or  

-38-14-1258-36-14-58-16-78-16-58-14-36-1258-14-38- 

If you write down all the rows that this Place Notation gives you, you will (hopefully) end up with the row 
15372846 which is the first blow of the treble’s full lead. 
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We still need some more information, that is the Place Notation for the lead end (LE) and this in the main can 
be only one of two possible Place Notations 12 or 1 (and the last place) e.g. for major 18 for royal 10 maximus 
1T where 0 is tenths place and T is twelfths—shown 1@ in the table below. 

It perhaps should be mentioned here that the lead end will be the same as one of the lead ends of plain bob 
major, royal or maximus in all regular methods. 

 

Back in the 1920’s a Mr Corrigan produced code letters for the lead ends of major methods which are still being 
used to day (with some additions to accommodate royal and maximus) namely: 

  

Major. Royal. Maximus. LE 12. LE 1@. 

13527486 1352749608. 13527496E80T a g 

15738264 1573920486 157392E4T608 b h 

17856342 1795038264 1795E3T20486 c j 

None 1907856342 19E7T5038264 c1. j1. 

None None 1ET907856342 c2. j2. 

None None 1T0E89674523 d2. k2. 

None 1089674523 108T6E492735 d1. k1. 

18674523 1860492735 18604T2E3957 d k 

16482735 1648203957 1648203T5E79 e l 

14263857 1426385979 142638507T9E f m 

 

The two leads of Royal in red will give a three lead course—see later articles for simple explanation 

Now we can complete the Place Notation for Cambridge: 

x38x14x1258x36x14x58x16x78x16x58x14x36x1258x14x38x b 

with the “b” this denotes that Cambridge has 2nds place made at the lead end (b is in the 2nds place code list) 
and the lead end figures are 15738264. Additionally only the Place Notation up to and including the half lead is 
given so Cambridge would look like this: 

b  x38x14x1258x36x14x58x16x78 

This can be further condensed leaving out the extreme places 1 and 8 which are implied by the Place Notation 
given (this time I will use “-“ instead of “x”) 

b -3-4-25-36-4-5-6-7 

This contraction is best avoided though until one has required some familiarity with the subject 

Two further things need to be explained. Firstly consider the Place Notation for Gilmorton  S Major 

b  x58x14.58x58.36.14x14.38.56x34.18  

We can see that Gilmorton is a 2nds place method (b is in the 2nds place code list) and the lead end figures are 
15738264. There is a Full Stop in this example after the place 14 is made, this indicates that in the next row 
places 58 are made. N.B. this is different to 1458 (without the full stop as this denotes that 1458 places are made 
in the same row.) 

Further it has become custom to denote what bob is preferred in the method.  It is generally accepted that if the 
method is a 2nds place method then a fourths place bob is used, and if the method is an 8ths 10ths or 12ths 
place then the bob would be in 6ths 8ths 10ths respectively.  In the case that a 4ths place bob is to be used in an 
8ths 10ths or 12ths method then a “x” is put by the lead end code.  Likewise, if a 6ths 8ths or 10ths place bob is 
preferred in a seconds place method. The most common case is to use a 4ths place bob in an m method gives it 
an extending lead quality (meaning that the bells above 4ths place repeat the lead at a bob) and the code mx is 
used. 

To retrieve the figures from Place Notation should now be obvious, just reverse the operation. 

 

The standard eight methods plus others that are commonly rung are: 
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Bristol, Belfast and Glasgow are 8ths place methods but 4ths place 
bobs are generally preferred, whereas Double Norwich Court Bob 
Major is an 8ths place method and a 6ths place is usual. 

There is no hard and fast rule for having a method as an “x” method 
but some of the considerations are: 

1. To repeat the lead at a bob (and hence the music) e.g. most m 
methods 

2.To avoid a bell making more than two places at a bob e.g. 2nds 
place methods beginning with place Notation 34 Clerkenwell  bx , 
Berkeley  fx,  or 8ths place methods starting with place notation 36 or 
56, Glasgow gx, Twickenham  jx ( With methods such as Kent TB 
Major and Belfast S Major the extending lead feature has taken 
preference) 

3. For ease of composition 

4. The ringing band’s preference 

 

CRISPIN R UPPHAM 

 

THANK YOU - LEICESTER DG OPEN DAY 

A very big thank you to all of you for giving up your time to look after towers, make tea and cakes etc. 

We have made £833.50 for the BRF as a result. 

I know that at least 6 of the towers visited have benefitted from grants from the BRF in recent years. This 
money can be put towards another worthy restoration project. 

Your help was much appreciated. 

Brenda Parr 

SNIPPETS 

On 26th October two of our members took part in some long distance running to raise money for Glenfield 
Hospital based charities. Kristina Franklin of Leicester St. Margarets ran the full Marathon whilst Ian Mellor of 
Leicester Cathedral, ran in the half Marathon. Between them they raised a very commendable four figure sum. 

 

11th NOVEMBER 2014 by Will Norton 

Why do we go bell ringing? I often ask myself this question as I rush to wake up and leave the house on a 
Sunday morning. I am sure that each of us has their own reason for joining a band. However, sometimes ringing 
provides special experiences outside of the tower - whether visiting spaces usually closed to the public, playing 
beetle or sharing a drink with friends. 

On the 11th November, Garry Mason and I were invited to ring the bells in Trinity House (De Montfort 
University) as part of their Remembrance Day ceremony. This was a wonderful opportunity to play a small part 
in remembering the men and women of Leicester who gave their lives in the Great War. Trinity House has a 
fine ring of two bells which are hung for chiming only and are not well-tuned. The larger of the two bells has a 
diameter of 19.75 inches but carries no inscription, suggesting that it is the elder. The smaller bell has a diameter 
of 17.25 inches and was cast by Edward Arnold of St.Neots, Huntingdonshire in 1791. The bells were inspected 
and rehung by Taylors of Loughborough in 2013, following a recommendation by the Guild’s Bells Committee - 
a good example of how the Guild enriches and protects the history of this county. 

The plan for our participation in this event was beautiful in its simplicity. Garry and I would toll one bell eleven 
times at 11am, observe two minute’s silence and then ring three blows on each bell to finish. We decided that 
Garry would chime the eleven strokes beforehand due to his superior counting abilities. We arrived punctually at 
10am for an obligatory photo shoot. This left us 45 minutes of waiting during which Garry entertained our hosts 
for the morning with his usual charming conversation. They now know how many Tiger’s players fought in the 
First World War (answer to be withheld for future Guild quizzes); an educational subject not often covered at 
De Montfort University. Fortunately, refreshments were provided to help the interim pass swiftly. 

Bristol S Major mx 

Belfast S Major mx 

London S Major f 

Rutland S Major f 

Lincolnshire S Major b 

Yorkshire S Major b 

Cambridge S Major b 

Pudsey S Major b 

Superlative S Major b 

Glasgow S Major gx 

Dble Norwich Court Bob 
Major 

k 

Plain Bob Major a 

Kent TB Major mx 
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The tension building, we waited for our cue to sound the bells - the last post being sounded in the square 
outside. At about ten to eleven, after a mere 35 minutes of waiting, Garry decided he needed a swift cup of tea 
before he could perform. At five minutes to eleven, to our surprise, the last post rang out well in advance of the 
schedule. At this point, Comrade Mason decided to assert the universal right of workers to a cuppa before 
getting going (either this, or he felt that it was improper to hold the minute’s silence early). I thus had to grab the 
larger bell in haste, and in my over exuberance managed to strike it 12 times. We then waited the requisite 2 
minutes before tolling each bell in turn for 6 blows. 

Despite the minor production errors, this was a very enjoyable morning and a chance to get a rare “grab” in the 
centre of Leicester. Of particular note is the care with which De Montfort University have restored both Trinity 
chapel and the bells. We hope that they will continue to be rung as part of celebrations and memorial for many 
years to come. 

TOWER SPOTLIGHT :- RATBY 

Lianne Brooks, My Life as a Bell Ringing Learner 

I have lived in Ratby now for 12 years, my son is a Ratby lad and my 5 granchildren love to visit, enjoying the 
countryside and woods surrounding our lovely village. 

Hearing the church bells every week, I thought " I've always fancied a go at bell ringing" If you feel like this, 
have a go because I did and was hooked from the first pull. 

I started on the 18th November 2011 and met the ringing band headed by tower captain Francis Fisher. The 
first few weeks involved learning how to handle a bell, not as easy as you might think but with some extra 
tuition I was ready to join in with the rounds and call changes. 

My first big achievement was to be invited to ring on Sunday for morning service. 

Over months I made slow progress, but persevered, gradually learning easy methods like plain hunt. My first big 
challenge was to ring for Remembrance Service in November 2012. It was so moving. I was nervous, not 
wanting to make mistakes out of respect for the Fallen. 

My first Christmas ringing in 2012 was also a great achievement and I felt proud to join the ranks of other past 
ringers. I consider it a privilege to ring on Christmas Eve and day. It's also lovely to share in so many wedding 
days by ringing out congratulations to the happy couple. 

I was thrilled to be invited to join the ringing practice at Leicester Cathedral and during the past nearly 3 years I 
have rung at Durham Cathedral, Hull's Holy Trinity church and over 50 other towers in Leicestershire and the 
surrounding counties. 

The bell ringing community are so welcoming and friendly. Everyone helps you to learn and give up their own 
time and ringing opportunities to put learners first. 

There are different practice sessions all over the county, rising ringers for the very new learners and progressing 
ringers for those further on. We had a weekend course in September where all age groups and abilities got 
together to learn and have fun. 

We have regular social events, quizzes, beetle drive and even a posh ringer's dinner. 

I recently met a new bereaved ringer who said he was out ringing every night and felt supported by his ringing 
friends and not so lonely. 

Earlier this year Francis said I was ready to do a quarter peal. This means ringing for about 45 minutes without 
making a mistake. I honestly felt more nervous than when I took my driving test 26 years ago. 

So on August 17th a Quarter Peal, consisting of 1,260 changes of Plain Bob Doubles was rung in 44 minutes by 
:- 

 1 .. Lianne Brooks (  first Quarter Peal ) 

 2 .. Nicky Carling 

 3 .. John R Cook 

 4 .. David G Carling 

 5 .. Francis W Fisher ( Conductor ) 

 6 .. Mark Pendery 

Rung for the Evening Holy Communion Service and as a birthday compliment for Joyce Haywood on 19th 
August 2014 

Lianne Brooks 
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BRF REPORT 
 

So far this year the BRF has raised over £10,000 towards grants for restoration work on the bells of The Leicester 
Diocese. This includes a legacy of £5,000, £1,618 from the prize draw, £833 from the tower open day and £796 
from the 100 club. A big thank you to all of you who have supported any of these events in any way or have 
contributed donations at fundraising events or district meetings. 

We have paid out 3 grants to towers this year and have another 3 grants outstanding. 

£650 was given to Aylestone towards refurbishing fittings, including clappers, bearings and pulleys. 

£650 was given to Tilton on the Hill towards the cost of hanging their new treble bell and providing a new bell 
pit. 

£125 was given to The Cathedral towards the cost of new bearings and gudgeons for the 8th bell. 

£2,000 has been offered to Ab Kettleby towards the work to rehang the existing 3 bells and install 3 new ones. 
The 2 new treble bells have been generously donated and will be cast in February. The tenor bell is a Keltek bell 
from Gorran in Cornwall. 

£1,750 has been offered to East Norton towards the work to replace the fittings and rehang the 3 bells for full 
circle ringing. This had been put on hold after a crack was discovered in the 2nd bell, but work is expected to start 
again soon. 

£320 has been offered to Leire towards the cost of repainting the metal frame. 

None of this would be possible without the generosity of PCCs, Guild members and their friends. Please don’t 
forget that if you are a UK taxpayer donations can gift aided. Forms are available through the Guild website or 
directly from a Guild officer. 

 

Brenda Parr 

 
AROUND THE DISTRICTS 

 
Hinckley :- 

The District were well represented at all levels – organising, helping and learning – at the Ringing Course in 
September. The results justified all the effort that had gone into reinstating the weekend and hopefully it will 
continue for many years to come. Plans are already in hand for next year. 

Because of the Ringing Course, our Striking Competition was held on the third Saturday of September with Earl 
Shilton taking the honours this year. 

October is becoming a month of alternative attractions and commitments so a great many of our “regulars” are 
unable to attend; as a result there were only 8 at the meeting at Sutton Cheney. However, every dark cloud has a 
silver lining so all those who turned up got a lot more rope time than usual – no time for rest in a small crowd! 

Torrential rain caused the postponement of the firework display, which did not help our November meeting 
organised to coincide with the bonfire at Sapcote. Plenty of tea and cakes for those that did turn up and again 
plenty of rope time! 

By contrast December at Hinckley was very well attended. The bells were in constant use from 3 o’clock. 
Following Evensong, lead by Rev John Whittaker, 35 hungry ringers were fed and watered before the AGM. 
Certificates for new members and for first quarter peals were presented and the Ringing Master’s report contained 
a long list of milestones achieved by district ringers during the year. The proposed calendar for next year’s meetings 
provoked some debate and was duly amended by the meeting. A suggestion was made about how the striking 
competition could be made more attractive to all bands and will be taken on board for next September. The 
meeting done, the ringers repaired to the ringing chamber once again where the magnificent Taylor 8 were allowed 
to do the talking!  

Sadly, during the year we have lost four of our members, Val Goode of Earl Shilton (March), John Bunn (June), 
Dorothy Wright (July) both of Stoke Golding and Ted Harrold of Barwell (November). All were accomplished 
ringers of many years standing. 

So as we come towards the end of another year all that is left for me to do is to say, on behalf of everyone, thank 
you to all those people who do so much, with so little fuss, to ensure that ringing can continue. Thank you! 

Chris Sansome 
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Loughborough :-  

Thanks to all who attended the cosy and festive Loughborough District AGM and mince pie meeting in 
Hathern surrounded by 125 wonderfully decorated Christmas trees. The festival begins tomorrow until Sunday 
and is well worth a visit. 
Welcome to the newly elected members of the Guild and to Frances Marshall as our new District Secretary. 
 
Liz Twitchell 
District Treasurer  

 
Melton :- 

Melton District meetings continue to be well attended and successful - the AGM was held in November and a 
calender agreed for 2015 , this will be out soon . 

Ab Kettleby hit the front page of the ringing world with an article from James Lowe the tower captain, the 
Guild Social in January pays a visit to Ab Kettleby as probably your first and last chance to ring these bells as a 
3, they have been unringable for a long time but have now been repaired and we hope that they will be 
augmented to a 6 next spring time. A visit to the local pub for a snack and drink follow - posters out soon with 
details. 

 
Syston :- 

Following our AGM Alex Skerritt has now been confirmed as Chairman for 2015. At the AGM members 
seemed to think that it was appropriate to continue with joining tower practices in the week, rather than 
weekend events.  In the new year each tower will receive a letter about discussing having a focus meeting once a 
month. It would be an event for a specific purpose, such as plain hunt/bob doubles as a few towers said they 
were struggling to move learners on.  If there is a good response from people who want to learn and those 
prepared to help, we shall set this up. As ever, the committee welcome suggestions for events to help our 
towers. 

I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy 2015. 

Amanda Adams 

District Secretary. 

 

ENGLISH HERITAGE - CHURCHES AT RISK 

 
Each year English Heritage produces a nationwide survey of places of Worship which are considered to be at 
risk, structurally. This year they have concluded that, nationally, 6% of such buildings fit that category.       

Within this Diocese the following churches have been included in the list: St.Mary, Ashby Magna; St.Thomas, 
Catthorpe; St. John the Evangelist, Sutton Cheney and St. Peter, Highfields, Leicester.  

On the credit side the following churches have now been removed from the `at risk` list: All Saints, Seagrave 
and St.Denys, Goadby Marwood              

 
 

RISING RINGERS 
 
Two meetings have taken place since the last newsletter. Saturday 27th September we met at Ratby where we 
had 1 hour ringing followed by a theory session on first steps in changes. This was demonstrated by eight people 
standing in a line each with a piece of paper with their bell number on. For each change it was the people that 
moved and not the bells, we walked through plain hunt on 8 several times allowing the learners to have a go. On 
22nd November we met at Oadby and had some nice ‘Open’ ringing including plain hunt on 7, Cambridge 
Minor and Grandsire Triples. 

I would like to thank the helpers who give up time to help out throughout the year, without them it would not 
be possible to continue this group. 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/frances.marshall.370
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I would like to continue the bi-monthly meetings during 2015, the dates are as follows. Please attend if you can. 

 

24th January 2015 

28th March 2015 

23rd May 2015 

25th July 2015 

26th September 2015 

28th November 2015 

 

Mark Pendery 

 
 

EDUCATION COMMITTEE 
 
The final Education Committee meeting of 2014 took place on Sunday 13th December. It brought to a close a 
rather momentous year for the committee and the Guild. More importantly the plans for next year were 
reviewed. 

During the course of the year the Rising Ringers have continued to meet bimonthly. The last meeting was in 
November at Oadby and was well attended. Mark Pendery commented how pleased he had been by the 
progress shown by the group over the year.  

The Progressing Ringers, having had a couple of months off around the ringing course, met in November at Ashby 
Folville. The meeting was very well attended and everyone seemed to get a great deal from the meeting. The 
next meeting is on December 27th at Anstey and meetings in the first quarter of 2015 are already planned. 

At the Guild Dinner in February the inaugural presentation of the Alan Jacques Award was made to Charles 
Bishop. The hunt is now on to find the next recipient. The award is for “the unsung hero” “an individual whose 
presence in his or her tower has proved beneficial to the rest of the band in whatever capacity”. Nomination 
forms are available from the Guild website. Completed nominations must be with Mark Pendery, Chair of the 
Education Committee, by 31st July. The Award will be presented at the Guild AGM in October. 

The Alan Jacques Award is funded from the donations received following Alan’s death in 2011. It is also 
planned that the fund will be used to provide new sensors for the Ringing Centre at Oadby. Tony Croft and his 
team have been working on a system of wire free sensors (Bellfree – as seen at the Ringing Roadshow in 
September) these are almost ready to go into production and the committee hope to have the first 8 installed at 
Oadby in the first half of next year. 

The Ringing Course is planned for the weekend of the 4th – 6th September 2015, once again at Ullesthorpe. This 
will follow the same model as this year. The committee have taken on board the comments made by students, 
available after Christmas from the Guild website and also through the link on the Guild Facebook page. 

The committee is anxious that the Ringing Course is not seen as a “one-off” but is part of a whole package of 
training and education. To this end students are encouraged to come along to Progressing Ringers and it is also 
planned to start a series of “clinics” or short courses. Again these will be demand lead and suggestions so far 
include – a bell handling clinic, ringing up and ringing down, ringing up and down in peal, listening skills etc. 
Details will be out shortly with the first session being held in March. There will also be a bell maintenance 
course in the New Year. 

It is hoped to be able to enter a team in the RW Young Persons Striking Competition, which is due to be held in 
Oxford on July 11th. There are concerns that the date may cause a problem, as it is the start of the school 
holidays in Leicestershire. Stephen Aldridge has very kindly agreed to look after the organisation of the LDG 
team. 

Overall it has been a very busy year for the committee and 2015 looks like being even busier – but that is just 
how it should be! If there is anything you think we could be doing to help you please get in touch. 

education@leicesterdg.org.uk 

Chris Sansome 
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THE BELLS COMMITTEE - AN UPDATE 

 
The church building at Freeby still gives cause for concern. Some work has been done to stabilise the tower and 
additional work has been done in the tower and to the louvres. However the church remains closed and no final 
decision has been made about its future. In what, I stress, is a purely personal opinion, I fear the main body of 
the church has deteriorated to the point where demolition may have to become an option. 

Belgrave St. Peter`s church has been placed on the market for £150,000 and is being handled by Andrew 
Granger & Co. The future of the eight bells remains in doubt and will do so until the purchasers and their 
intentions for the building are known. Some ringing has recently taken place to coincide with local events. 

Things are beginning to move at Barkestone le Vale where quotes have been sought with a view to rehang the 
four bells and augment. 

After what must seem an age to the local ringers the work to the tower and spire at Kirby Bellars has been 
completed and ringing has recommenced. 

The bells at both Barkby and Skeffington are now rung from upstairs. 

Conclusion of the restoration scheme at East Norton has been delayed due to a crack in the second bell. This 
and other work will require additional funds and is being addressed by the Parish. 

If you ever drive past the little church at Great Stretton you will notice it standing alone in gently undulating 
fields with what remains of the village about three hundred yards away. The church was declared redundant 
some years ago and there seems little motivation to do anything to it, save waterproofing the building. There is 
one small bell in the tower and, at the appropriate time, we shall endeavour to secure its future. 

Interest is being shown in the parishes of Long Whatton and Swinford. The former an augmentation to six; the 
latter to rehang the bells for full circle ringing and augment. Whilst at Worthington major restoration is planned 
for the church and the installation of an extra girder is intended to make the ringing of the three bells a little 
easier. 

I am indebted to the members of the Bells Committee for their continued support and contribution. In addition 
to keeping a watching brief on all that is happening to the bells in the Diocese we make a number of visits each 
year to churches as we endeavour to make a historical record of our bells. The Bells Committee is not a closed 
shop and we welcome any Guild member  who would be interested in our work and wish to join us. 

 
Garry Mason 

 


